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In the study of communications theory, it is often convenient to describe 
a signal by a complex values function x(t) of time t, and to identify the total 
energy of this signal with the integral of 1 x(t)1 2 extended over the time interval 
of interest. The set of all signals of finite total energy then forms a Hilbert 
space %, called here the signal space, with norm defined by the formula 
We shall assume here that the signal x(t) is in fact defined for all t, and 
vanishes whenever t lies outside the time interval of interest. 
Within this framework it is also convenient to describe a (linear) channel 
as a bounded linear operator t acting on 2, taking (input) signals into 
(output) signals. In many situations of interest in communications theory, 
this operator can be closely approximated by an operator of the Hilbert- 
Schmidt class, i.e., by an operator of the particular form 
w(t) = (TX)(~) = j- K(t, s) x(s) ds, 
where the kernel K(t, s) satisfies the requirement 
SI I A(4 s)12 ds dt < co. 
Perhaps the fundamental problem of communications theory is to determine 
reliably the identity of an input signal from a knowledge of the identity of the 
output signal and the identity of the channel. That is, given w and T, find x. 
In applications of practical interest this problem is complicated by uncer- 
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tainties in the determination of both the output signal and the channel. 
These uncertainties may arise from the measuring process, or from the 
presence of additive noise, or from other sources, but in any case can be 
represented in the following form: 
where n is the uncertainty contribution. 
In such cases the fundamental problem admits a solution only if the input 
signal x is chosen from a suitably restricted subset of the signal space. Ideally, 
the subset of admissible input signals should be designed so that any received 
signal y can be identified with high probability as being of the form 
y = Txi + n for some unique choice of xi and some uncertainty n. If we know 
about n only that its energy is (probably) small, i.e., that 11 n /I2 < c2, then 
ideally the subset of admissible signals xi should be designed so that for 
all xj # xi we have I/ TX, - Txj /I2 > 4e2, and so that for all x we have 
/) TX - TX, /I2 < e2 for some xi , Practically, however, these two requirements 
are incompatible, and should be treated separately. 
We note first that if we insist that the total energy of each admissible input 
signal be bounded above, say by unity, then we find that the subset of 
admissible input signals must in any case be finite. In fact, this subset is 
then a subset of the unit sphere in 3, whose image under the Hilbert- 
Schmidt channel operator T is compact. If the image points of the admissible 
input signals are at least 2~ apart in norm, then they must be finite in number. 
Likewise if the image points are c-dense among all the output signals, then 
they can always be chosen finite in number. 
Now for each E > 0 we denote by N(E) the smallest number of signals xi 
in 2 which can be chosen so that j/ xi /j < 1 and for all x in Z’ we have 
(/ TX - Txi (I < B for some xi . We define the c-entropy H(r) of the channel T 
as the base-2 logarithm of N(E): 
H(r) = log, N(c). 
The c-entropy of the channel T, then, is a measure of the number of distinct 
input signals of at most unit energy required to ensure that their images under 
the channel are e-dense among the output signals. 
Similarly, we denote by M(E) the largest number of signals xi in Z which 
can be chosen so that Ij xi 11 < 1 and for all xi # xi we have j/ Txj -Txi II > 2~. 
We define the r-capacity C(E) of the channel T as the base-2 logarithm of M(E): 
C(f) = log, M(E). 
The c-capacity of the channel T, then, is a measure of the number of the 
distinct input signals of at most unit energy required to ensure that their 
image under the channel are 2+separated among the output signals. 
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The concepts of e-entropy and e-capacity were introduced by Kolmogorov 
in his studies on information theory [l]. Of particular interest in these studies 
is the asymptotic behavior of the e-entropy and e-capacity in the limit of 
small E. Obviously N(c) and C(E) increase as E decreases. We shall show here, 
using the techniques developed by Kolmogorov and Tihomirov [2], and 
Gelfand and Vilenkin [3], that for Hilbert-Schmidt channels we always 
have an estimate of the form H(E) (or C(e)) = (l/~)p + O(l), where 0 < p < 2. 
For certain classes of channels we shall give more precise estimates for the 
value of p. In any case the entropy or capacity of such a channel can be no 
better than inversely proportional to the energy of the presiding uncertainty. 
1. THE E-ENTROPY AND E-CAPACITY OF A COMPACT OPERATOR 
In this section we shall obtain a general expression for the asymptotic form 
for small E of the e-entropy and c-capacity of an arbitrary compact operator 
acting on the signal space #. 
Let T be any compact operator on A?. Then the image under T of the 
unit ball (X : 11 x Ij < I> in 2 is compact in A?. If T* is the adjoint operator 
on 2, then T* is compact, T*T is compact and positive, and the positive 
square root ( T*T)l12 is also compact and positive. Moreover, T may uniquely 
decomposed as a product of the form WA, where A = ( T*T)1/2 is compact 
and positive, and W is a partial isometry mapping the range of A isometrically 
onto the range of T [4, Chapter VI]. 
Every positive compact operator A admits an eigenfunction expansion, in 
the sense that there exists an orthonormal basis {e,} for the range of A such 
that AO, = a,&, , with a, J 0 [4]. It follows that the image of the unit ball 
(X : C 1 x, I2 < l} in the range of A is the compact ellipsoid 
Since every positive operator vanishes on the complement of its range, we 
see that in fact the image under A of the unit ball in &’ is this same compact 
ellipsoid. Finally, the image under T = WA of the unit ball in .@ is the 
image under the partial isometry W of this ellipsoid, which is another 
ellipsoid of the same form relative to the basis {Won} for the range of T. 
We conclude that T maps the unit ball of Z onto a compact ellipsoid in the 
range of T whose semi-axes are the positive eigenvalues a, of the operator 
A = (T*T)1’2. 
By an e-covering of a subset d of %’ we mean a family of open balls, with 
centers in d and radius E, whose union includes 8. By an e-packing of d we 
mean a family of balls, with centers in B and radius E, whose pair-wise 
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intersections are all empty. If 8 is compact, there are finite e-coverings and 
E-packings for each e > 0. We denote by N(E) the minimum number of balls 
in any a-covering of I, and by M(E) the maximum number of balls in any 
r-packing of 6. Following Kolmogorov, we call the base-2 logarithm 
H(E) = log, N(E) of N(E) th e e-entropy of 6, and the base-2 logarithm 
C(E) = log, M(E) of M(c) the +cupacity of 8. Then we have immediately [cf. 21 
LEMMA 1. H(2c) < C(c) < H(r). 
PROOF. First, choose a minimal c-covering of d and a maximal E-packing 
of 6. Since no two centers of the r-packing can lie in the same ball in the 
e-covering, it follows that M(E) < N(E). N ex t , note that the centers of every 
maximal c-packing of d are also the centers of a 2c-covering of 8, and 
conclude that N(~E) < M(E). Thus N(2c) ,< M(E) <N(E), and hence 
H(24 < C(c) < H(c). 
We are interested in obtaining the asymptotic behavior as E + 0 of the 
c-entropy and c-capacity of a compact ellipsoid in 3 in terms of the 
asymptotic behavior of the sequence of the associated semi-axes. In view of 
Lemma 1, it suffices to discuss the c-entropy and deal with .+coverings. 
We first note that H( E is a monotone function of l/e as E ---f 0. This fact ) . 
suggests a comparison with functions of the form (l/~)~ for some choice of 
positive number Y. If we have 
1 ” 
H(E) < const - 
( 1 E 
for some choice of Y, then we define the order of growth p of H(E) as the 
infimum of all such V. If no such v can be found, we put p = CO. It is easy to 
see that this order of growth is given by the formula [5, p. 31. 
log H(c) 
p = %+F logo * 
We shall try to determine bounds for p from this formula. 
If p = 0 (p = co) we say that H(r) is of minimal (maximal) order of growth. 
In these cases the order of growth is not an effective estimate of the asymptotic 
behavior of H(e), and a better estimate is often desirable. In particular, if 
p = 0, it is then natural to make a comparison with functions of the form 
(log (1 /e))Y for some choice of Y. If we have 
1 y 
H(C) < const log - ( 1 c 
for some choice of Y, then we define the logarithmic order of growth o of H(r) 
as the infimum of all such Y. If no such v can be found, we put D = CD. It is 
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easy to see that this logarithmic order of growth is given by the formula 
[3, p* 991 
log H(4 
CT = li%Fp log(log l/E) . 
We shall try to determine bounds for u from this formula. 
If (T = 0, it is possible to continue in this way, comparing H(E) with 
functions of the form (log log(l/c))v, (log log log(l/e))“, etc., defining other 
orders of growth 7, etc., and thus obtaining more and more refined estimates 
of the asymptotic behavior of H(r). Our methods here, however, are too 
crude to permit us to obtain results for any but the first two terms in this 
sequence. 
In order to facilitate the computations of orders of growth we shall use 
the following rules: 
LEMMA 2. Let fi , f2 and f3 be three functions of E whose orders of growth 
are p1 , pz and p3 , respectively. Then 
(1) If f3 =fi +fi , then p3 = m=4pl j pz> 
69 Iff3 =f1fz 7 then PO = Pl + P2 
(3) Iff3 =fi *f;‘, then ~3 = plp2 
(4) If fi G fi 9 then Pl G P2 . 
Analogous statements hold for the logarithmic orders of growth u1 , u2 and (TV 
whenever the pi all vanish. 
PROOF. These results all follow directly from the formulas determining 
the pi and oi from the fi . 
The foregoing definitions and their consequences are quite general and 
can be made to apply to any compact subset d of SC?. We now consider the 
special case where &’ is a compact ellipsoid with a given sequence {a,} of 
semi-axes. The asymptotic behavior of H( E as Q + 0 for such a set is clearly )
determined by the asymptotic behavior of a, as n -+ co. 
In order to estimate the behavior of a, , we first note that since d is 
compact, we have a, JO. The rate of decrease to zero can be conveniently 
measured by the convergence of series of the form C (l/a&u for some 
choice of V. If we have 
for some choice of Y, then we define the exponent of convergence h of the 
sequence {l/a,} as the infimum of all such V. If no such Y can be found, 
we put X = co. To compute the exponent of convergence of such a sequence, 
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we introduce the notation n(c) for the number of terms in the sequence which 
are greater than E, and use the formula [cf. 5, p. IO] 
log 46) h = 1irn;up ___. 
1%(w 
Thus h is the order of growth of the function n(e). 
For those cases where A = 0 and finer estimates are needed, we shall 
consider the convergence of series of the form C (log I/cz,)-~ for some choice 
of v. If we have 
c (log +)-’ < 03 
for some choice of V, then we define the logarithmic exponent of convergence 
p of (I/a,} as the infimum of all such v. If no such v can be found, we put 
TV = co. In terms of the function n(r) introduced above, the logarithmic 
exponent of convergence is given by the formula 
log 44 
cL = 1i23p log(log l/c) * 
Thus p is the logarithmic order of growth of n(e). 
Higher exponents of convergence for {a,} can be defined as higher orders of 
growth of n(r), in complete analogy with the case of H(E), but we shall not 
use them here. 
Our next result, which is fundamental, relates the functions H(E) and n(e) 
for the compact ellipsoid d with semi-axes {an} [cf. 3, pp. 86-1021. 
THEOREM 1. Let d be any compact ellipsoid in Z with semi-axes {a%}, and 
let H(c) and n(c) be the functions deJined above, Then for any p, 0 < p < 1, 
and any E, 0 < E < a, , we have 
4%G@ 
n(2G) log 2rp-l < H(E) < n (5) log E . 
PROOF. We shall assume with no loss of generality that 
1 =a,>a,2**.>aa,J0. 
Let .z?~ be the finite dimensional subspace of X spanned by the first n 
axes of 8, and put ~9~ = d II AYn . Then c?,, is a finite dimensional ellipsoid 
whose volume is just JJT=, ai times the volume C& of the unit ball in X% . 
Since the volume of an c-ball in Xn is just A& , we see that in order to 
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cover the ellipsoid d by c-balls we shall need at least I$=, (ai/e) such balls. 
From this it follows that 
Now if n = 424 where 0 < p < 1, then we have UJB 3 24~ for i < n, 
and it follows that 
By taking logarithms, we obtain 
n(24 log 2G-1 < log N(E) = H(E) 
which gives us the lower bound for H(E). 
For the upper bound, we construct in the subspace *n a cubical lattice 
with mesh ti = (c/l/G), choosing as coordinate axes the axes of the ellipsoid 
d n. Because of the choice of q, any point of the subspace Xn lies at a 
distance not exceeding l/$6,/2) = (42) from the nearest point of this 
lattice. In particular, any point of the ellipsoid 8, lies at a distance not 
exceeding 42 from one of the lattice points lying within the parallelpiped @,, 
determined by the relations 
The number of lattice points in this parallelpiped is certainly no greater 
than 
Here we have used our assumptions that E < a, < 1 < n. 
Now we assert that if n = n(42), then every point of d lies at a distance 
not exceeding 42 from a point of Ed . In fact if x is any point in Q, then we 
may write x = 2 xiei , where {e,} is an orthonormal basis for X compatible 
with the axes of I, and xi = (x, e,). Since x lies in 8, we have 
co 
X, 
CILI 
2 
< 1. 
i-l a, 
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Hence the square of the distance from x to 8,, is 
d&(x, 4)’ = f j xi I2 
i=n+1 
as required. 
We have now shown that if II = n(c/2), then every point in d lies within 
r/2 of some point in the lattice in sd, . This means that the family of e-balls 
with centers at the lattice points of 9% form an e-covering of 8. The number 
of elements in this covering is no more than (42/$.~/2)/~)“‘~‘~), as shown 
above. Hence we have 
from which we conclude that 
H(E) = log N(E) < ?a ($) log 4 df(e12) . 
This gives us the upper bound for H(E). 
Both the lower and upper bounds can be improved somewhat by more 
careful covering arguments. Interested readers should consult the survey 
of C. A. Rogers [6]. 
From Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 we can derive immediately the following 
relations: 
COROLLARY 4. The order of growth p of H(e) and the exponent of conver- 
gence h of {l/a,} are always equal: 
p =A. 
Moreover, ifp = h = 0, then the logarithmic order of growth u of H(c) and the 
logarithmic exponent of convergence p. of {l/a,} are related by the formula 
u=/Jfl. 
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PROOF. If we take the fundamental inequality of Theorem 3 with p = 1, 
Hence we have 
gl(c) = n(2e’/2) 
&(E) = alog t 
g3(4 = fi (4) 
g4(c) = @% 11 3 ( ) 
g&e) = log i . 
Hence we have 
01 = p 
u2 = 1 
a3 = P 
u4 = 0 
ug = 1, 
andweconcludethat~+1<~(1.~+1. 
and we use the rules of Lemma 2, we find 
Pl + Pz d P G P3 + m+Pl, P6)’ 
Here pi is the order of growth of the functionfi(E), where 
fi(E) = 42c) 
fZ(E) = 1% 2 
f3(f) = n (5) 
f4(E) = c% n (5) 
f5(E) = log; . 
Pl =A 
P3 = 0 
P3 =A 
p4 = P6 = 0, 
and we conclude that h < p < A. 
If A = p = 0, then the same fundamental inequality with p 
same rules yield 
al + u2 < 0 < a3 + max(u4, 0~5). 
Here ai is the logarithmic order of growth of g, , where 
409/16/3-12 
& and the 
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The above results hold for any compact ellipsoid in A?. When the ellipsoid 
is the image under the compact operator T of the unit sphere in .,e, then we 
can interpret these results as statements about T. 
THEOREM 5. Let T be any compact operator on X and let {a,} be the sequence 
of positive eigenvalues of the operator (T*T)lJ2, arranged in descending order. 
Then the order of growth p of the E-entropy H(E) of T is equal to the exponent 
of convergence X of the sequence {l/a,}. Moreover, if p = X = 0, then the 
logarithmic order of growth CI of H(E) is greater by one than the logarithmic 
exponent of convergence p of the sequence { 1 /a,}. 
It is also of interest to be able to compute the order of growth associated 
with a combination of compact operators in terms of the orders of growth 
associated with the constituents. For this purpose the following rules are 
helpful. 
THEOREM 6. Let T, and T, be compact operators on Z with associated orders 
of growth p1 and pz , respectively. Then the sum T3 = T, + T, and the product 
T4 = T,T, are also compact operators with associated orders of growth pa and 
pa , respectively, where 
p3 G madpI T PZ) 
PlPZ 
P4Q-G-2f 
PROOF. For the sum we argue as follows: Put T5 = (2T,*T, + 2T2*T2)l’2, 
and observe that 
T3*T3 = (T, + T,)*(T, + T,) < (Tl + T,)*(T, + T,) 
+ (TX - T,)*(T, - TJ = 2T,*T, + 2T,*T, = T5*T5. 
If {a,,,} is the eigenvalue sequence associated with the operator ( Ti*TJ1j2, 
arranged in descending order, then T,*T, < T5*T5 implies (a3,J < (a5J2, 
and so Q(E) < rig(E). Now according to an old result of Courant and Weyl 
[cf. 4, pp. 238-2391 T5*T5 = 2T,*T, + 2T,*T, implies that 
which is 
(a5.9+p--1)2 G 2(ald2 + W2.J2 
< 28 + 2~~ = 4e2 if p 2 nl(4 + 1, 43*,(4+ 1. 
It follows that a 5.nl(a)+n2(a)+l < 2~~ and hence that n5(W < ndd + n2(G 
Thus by Lemma 2 we see that A, < A, < max{h, , A,} and by Theorem 5, 
we conclude that p3 < max{pr , p2}. 
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For the product [cf. 3, Lemma 3, p. 921, we observe that the image under 
Tr of the unit ball in X admits an e,-covering with N,(E) E,-balls. Moreover, 
the image under T, of each e,-ball in 2 admits an E,c,-covering with N,(E,) 
E,c,-balls. Together these provide an cd-covering, where Q = EKES , of the 
image under T., of the unit ball in .8. Hence we have 
Hence 
By definition of pr and pz we have for any y1 > p1 and ya > pz 
H4(c4) Q const 1(+-r + ($,“I. 
Putting c1 = E~Y~%+Y~, we obtain 
H4(E4) < const 12 ($,“““‘+“/. 
Hence 
< YlYZ 
Pa-N-. 
Yl + Yz 
In view of our choice of the yi , we have 
as required. 
2. THE E-ENTROPY AND E-CAPACITY OF A HILBERT-SCHMIDT OPERATOR 
We are now ready to determine the order of growth associated with certain 
classes of Hilbert-Schmidt operators acting on the signal space %, in terms 
of the structure of their kernel functions. 
Recall first that a compact operator T is Hilbert-Schmidt if the sequence 
{a,} of positive eigenvalues of (T*T)lj2 is such that C an2 < co. It is known 
that every Hilbert-Schmidt operator on Z’ can be represented as an integral 
operator of the form [cf. 4, Chapt. VI] 
TX(t) = j- K(t, s) x(s) ds, 
whose kernel function K(t, s) is such that 
II 
1 h(t, s)l” dti dt = c %2 < co. 
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By taking Fourier transforms, we obtain an alternate representation: 
TX(w) = j K(w, v) X(v) dv dw, 
where X(w) is the Fourier transform of x(l), and K(w, V) the (two-dimensional) 
Fourier transform of K(t, s). Moreover, the Plancherel Theorem tells us that 
jj I K(w, v)l” dv dw = jj I k(t, s)12 ds dt. 
Our first result for such operators is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 7. Let T be any compact operator on the signal space X with 
associated order of growth p. Then T is Hilbert-Schmidt if p < 2, and only if 
P d 2. 
Now suppose T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator whose kernel function 
vanishes outside a compact set in the s - t plane. We may assume without loss 
of generality that k(t, s) = 0 unless 1 s / < rr and / t 1 < rr. If we denote by 
x the subspace of Z consisting of functions x(t) which vanish unless 
j t j < rr, (i.e., L%? = LZa(--rr, +rr)), then we see that T takes Z into SC and 
vanishes on the complement of 3?. Moreover, the same is true of T*, whose 
kernel function is k(s, t), and hence of T*T. Thus for such operators we 
may work entirely within LK. 
Now note that the sequence {&}, where &(t) = (27r)-lj2 eint, forms an 
orthonormal basis for 3?. Hence if x E L%?, then x = C x&, , where 
x, = (+n~), and the sum converges in the mean square sense. Moreover, if 
y = TX, then Y = C ML , where yn = (V&Y> = (A, TX) = C (A, T4,)xm. 
Thus the action of T on SK is completely determined by the matrix {Kn,m} 
where kn,m = (4, , TqQ. Finally taking account of the definition of #,, , we 
find that x, = X(m), yn = Y(n), and k,,, = K(n, m). 
We shall present our next result in terms of the behavior of the matrix 
elements K(n, m) for large m and n. 
THEOREM 8. Let T be any Hilbert-Schmidt operator whose kernel function 
k(t, s) vanishes unless 1 s ( < Z-, 1 t 1 < m. Suppose moreover that for some 
CY, /3 > 0 we have 
C (1 + I n laJ2 IK(n, m)l” (1 + I m IV2 < a. 
Then the associated order of growth p satisfies 
2 
pG 2a!+2/3+1. 
PROOF. If OL = /I = 0 then Theorem 8 reduces to Theorem 7. 
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Suppose 01, fl > 0, and define the operators Ti , i = 1,2,3 on .X by 
specifying their matrices &(n, m) relative to the basis {&J as follows: 
&(n, 4 = 4&l + I m IT1 
K2(n, m) = (1 + I n IBY% m)(l + I m I”) 
K,(n, m) = (1 + / n la)-lS nm * 
Note that 
W m> = C Wb d K2(q, P> G(P, 4. 
P.4 
Now if CY, ,8 > 0, then Tl and T, are compact positive operators with 
eigenvalue sequences (1 + ma)-l and (1 + nfi)-l, respectively, and since 
C I K2(n, m)12 = C (1 + I n Ia)’ I 0, m)12 (1 + I m H2 < 03, 
we see that T, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Moreover, since 
Mb 4 = C G(n, 9) K2(q, P> G(P, m>, 
9.q 
we see that T = T,T,T, . Hence we may estimate the order of growth for 
T from the orders of growth for the Ti by using Theorem 6. 
Since the eigenvalue sequence of Tl is (1 + mU)-l, the exponent of 
convergence h, for Tl is the infimum of all numbers v such that 
C (1 + mm)-V < 00, i.e., X, = inf{ v : OIV > l} = ~/CL Similarly, the exponent 
of convergence h, for T, is h, = l/p. Finally, since T2 is Hilbert-Schmidt, 
we know that the exponent of convergence X2 for T, is A2 < 2. According 
to Theorem 5, then, we know that the orders of growth pa for the Ti satisfy: 
p1 =’ 
a 
P2 = 2 
ps =I 
8’ 
But according to Theorem 6, the order of growth p for T satisfies 
Hence we have 
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and 
2 
pG 2cd+2/?+1. 
If either OL = 0 or #I = 0, we put T1 = I or T3 = I, and proceed in the 
same way. 
This result leads immediately to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 9. Suppose T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on X whose 
kernel function k(t, s), together with its Fourier transform K(w, v), satisfies 
(a) k(t, s) vanishes outside a compact subset of the s - t plane 
lb) I Kh 41 G const(1 + 1 w I)-“(1 + [ v I)-7, 
where y, 6 > 3. Then the associated order of growth p for T satisfies 
2 
PROOF. We assume without loss of generality that k(t, s) vanishes unless 
1 s ( < V, t < V, and consider 
C (1 + I n Ial I K(n, @I2 (1 + I m lY2 
< const C (1 + 1 n la)2 (1 + / n ()-25 (1 + ( m I)-“” (1 + I m lm)2. 
This series clearly converges provided that 2ar < 2y - 1 and 2/3 < 26 - 1. 
For all such (Y and j?, then, we have 
It follows that 
2 
pG 201+2/!3+1. 
2 
p~2y--l+28--l+l = 
2 
2y + 26 - 1 
as required. 
A useful alternate version of this result now follows: 
CORCLLARY 10. Suppose T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on X whose 
kernel function k(t, s), together with its Fourier transform K(w, v), satis$es 
(a) k(t, s) vanishes outside a compact subset of the s - t plane 
(b) sj(l + 1 w 1”)” 1 K(~,v)(~(l + 1 v lj)2dvdcufor integers j and k. 
Then the associated order of growth p for T satisfies 
2 
‘%+2k+1’ 
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PROOF. We may assume, without loss of generality, that K(t, s) vanishes 
unless 1 s 1 < n, ) t 1 < V. Then the kernel 
h(C s) = (1 + $)(l + 6) w, 4, 
whose Fourier transform H(w, V) = (1 + j w I”) K(w, V) (1 + j Y Ij) is also 
Hilbert-Schmidt, and also vanishes unless I s / < r, I t 1 < rr. We shall 
show that C / H(7a, m)lz < co and then apply Theorem 8. 
Now if E is any half-integer domain in the s-t plane [cf. 71, then we have 
c 
(m.n)EE 
I fe> 412 = jj (1 + U(W) $-)(l + U(V) ;j j H(w, V)I” dv dw, 
E 
where U(W) is the sawtooth function : O(W) = w - [o] - &. Hence 
c 
(m*n)EE 
I H(n, m>l” < jj I H(w ~11” dv dw 
+ jj I Kh 4 I Hb, v)I dv da, 
+ jj I Hv(w, 4 I f+, 41 dv da, 
+ ; jj I fL(w 41 I H(o, 41 dv do, 
+ ; jj I fL (w, 4 I f&b, 4 dv da 
G II H II2 + II H, II II H II + II H, II II H II 
+ ; II Hwv II II H II + ; II Ho, II II ffv II 
But 
II Hw II2 = j j I Hw(w, v>I” dv dw 
= 
IS 
1 th(t, s)12 ds dt 
<T? 
ss 
1 h(t, s)12 ds dt 
= ~~11 H /I2 
since h(t, s) vanishes unless ( t I < m. Similarly, 
II Hv II2 < ~~11 ff IF’. 
Hence we find 
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Since E is an arbitrary half-integer domain, we conclude that 
converges, and that Theorem 8 applies with 01 = j, /? = k. 
A dual result also holds, of course, for Hilbert-Schmidt operators whose 
kernels are band-limited, i.e., whose Fourier transforms vanish outside a 
compact set in the Y-W plane. It is sometimes convenient, however, to deal 
with operators whose kernel functions are neither time- nor band-limited. 
Our next result is designed to cover this case. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on X whose kernel 
function k(t, s), together with its Fourier transform K(o, v), satisfies 
Then the associated order of growth p for T satisJies 
2 
‘=2j+2k+l’ 
PROOF. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 8, but uses 
a different basis for Z. 
Let d,(w) be the nth normalized Hermite function: &(w) = c, e-Wa/2 H,(w). 
Then the 4, forms an orthonormal basis for X. Moreover, we know that 
( - $ + me) Mw> = @n + l)A(w), 
so that the c&, are eigenfunctions for the differential operator D = 
(-(d2/du2) + &), with eigenvalues 2n + 1 [cf. 81. 
Now define 
and note that 
km = (A 9 T&J 
k Inm = %,(l + 2m)+ 
k 2nm = (1 + 2n)” k&l + 2m)j 
k 3nm = (1 + 2n)-k a,, 
Lz = C kwuAa&m . 
P.P 
If Ti is the operator on X defined by the matrix kdnm , then we see at once 
that Tl and T3 are positive compact operators with eigenfunction sequences 
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(1 + 2m)-j and (1 + 2n)-“, respectively. We assert that, in view of the 
hypotheses on T, the operator T2 is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
In fact, since k,, = (4,, , T&J, we have 
k awn = ((1 + 2+-h,, T(1 + 24%,J = (ok&, TWA,J = (A, D”TD%J. 
Since T has the kernel function K(t, s) whose Fourier transform is K(w, V) 
it follows that T, = DkTDj has the kernel function h(t, s) whose Fourier 
transform is 
f&J, v) = (- $ + ugk (-g + vf K&J, v). 
The square-integrability of this kernel is guaranteed by the hypotheses on 
K(w, 4. 
Since T = T,T,T, , the associated orders of growth pi are related by 
As in the proof of Theorem 8, we find 
pa = A, = ; . 
Hence 
2k + 2j + 1 i>k+i+j=-F 
and 
2 
COROLLARY 12. If T is such that 
SSI -$ gj K(w, v) j2 (1 + I w )ak)2(l + I v 1”)” C&J &J < a~ 
fw all integers j, or all integers k, or both, then p = 0. 
We close this section with a simple result for operators of finite rank: 
THEOREM 13. If T is of f;nite rank, then the order of growth p wanis~s, and 
the logarithmic order of growth u is equal to one. 
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PROOF. These statements are consequences of the fact that if T is of 
finite rank, then the sequence (a,> of positive eigenvalues of (T*T)1/2 is 
finite, and hence both the exponent of convergence A and the logarithmic 
exponent of convergence p vanish. Hence Theorem 12 follows from 
Theorem 5. 
3. THE E-ENTROPY AND E-CAPACITY OF A CONVOLUTION OPERATOR 
In this section we shall determine the order of growth associated with 
certain convolution operators acting on 2, of the form 
(TX)(~) = j” k(t - s) x(s) ds. 
a 
We shall always assume that [a, b] = [-n, 71, and that the convolution 
kernel K(t - s) is defined for all values of s and t and is a square-integrable 
function of its argument. The convolution operator is then a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator, whose kernel has the form 
k(t, s) = c(t) k(t - s) c(s), 
where c(t) is the characteristic function of the interval [-V, ~1. Moreover, 
the Fourier transform of this kernel has the form 
K(w, v) = j C(w - 0) K(B) C(e - v) de, 
where K(B) is the Fourier transform of k(u) and C(W) the Fourier transform 
of c(t). 
Our first result for such kernels follows from Corollary 9. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose T is a convolution operator on X whose convolution 
kernel k(u) is such that its Four& transform K(0) satisJes 
I K(e)1 < const(l + I e 1)-y, 
where y > 1. Then the associated order of growth satisfies 
PROOF. Let us begin by defining the Hilbert-Schmidt operators TI and T, 
whose kernels ki(t, s) have Fourier transforms Ki(w, V) of the form 
&(w, v) = C(, - v) K,(v) 
K&J, v) = I&(w) C(w - v). 
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Here K,(B) and K,(O) are any two functions chosen so that ] &(6)j < 
const(1 + 1 19 I)-+, and K,(O) K,(O) = K(B). Then clearly 
qw, 4 = j ads, 0) w, 4 de 
and hence T = TIT,. 
The order of growth pd associated with Ti can be computed from Theorem 8 
as follows: 
Since 
if ltl<m 
if I t I >a, 
we have 
sin(w - V) 
(7, -4 = (w + ’ 
Hence 
I Ki+, lJ)I = I CbJ - 4 w4 
< const(1 + I w - y I)-‘(1 + I y IP” 
< const(1 + I w I)-‘(1 + I v I)-y’2. 
From Corollary 9, then, we see that 
2 2 
Plq/+l--l=y. 
Similarly, we have 
p&-2. Y 
Now from Theorem 6 we have 
< -PlPZ < 1. P-. 
PI+'\ 
as required. 
Much more precise results on the order of growth for convolution operators 
can be obtained directly from the recent work of H. Widom [9] on the 
asymptotic behavior of their eigenvalues. The following results are merely 
transcriptions of his via Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 15. Suppose T is a convolution operator on X whose convolution 
kernel k(u) is such that its Fourier transform K(B) is even and positive and 
satisfies 
K(0) N I e 1-y as lel-+c0. 
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Then the associated order of growth p satisfies 
PA. 
Y 
PROOF. According to Widom [9], the eigenvalues a, for such an operator 
always have the form 
a, =K(;+O(n)j. 
Since K(B) N 1 8 I-Y, it follows that the series C (1 /u,)-~ converges for all v 
such that ‘yy > 1. Hence the exponent of convergence X = l/y, and from 
Theorem 5, p = l/y. 
THEOREM 16. Suppose T is a convolution operator on X whose convolution 
kernel k(u) is such that its Fourier transform K(0) is even and positive, and 
satis$es 
K(B) - exp(-1 0 1”) as /~I+% 
where 6 3 0. Then the associated order of growth p vanishes, and the logarithmic 
order of growth u satisjies 
i+l if 6<1 
CT= 
2 if 8 ,, 1. 
PROOF. The fact that p = 0 follows at once from Theorem 14. According 
to Widom [9], the eigenvalues a, for such an operator T = (T*T)lj2 always 
have the form 
1% $ = --log K (5 + O(n)) 
if 6 < 1, but have the form 
2n <log& <2nlogn 
if 6 > 1. Hence the series C (log ( I/u,))-~ converges in the first case provided 
6~ > 1, and in the second provided Y > 1. Hence the logarithmic exponent 
of convergence p is l/6 if 6 < 1, and is 1 if 6 > I. From Theorem 5 we see 
that 
o=/&+1= 
I 
;+I if 6<1 
l+l if 621 
as required. 
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COROLLARY 17. The E-entropy H( ) f Q o a convolution operator with a real, 
positive-definite, square-integrable kernel always satisjies the relations 
1 2-6 
const log; ( 1 
1 2+8 
< H(E) < const y ( 1 
for all 8 > 0. 
Of particular interest in information theory is the following special case. 
COROLLARY 18. If T is the convolution operator whose kernel is such that 
then p = 0, and o = 2. 
This result shows the cost of approximating T by an operator of finite 
(i.e., 2TW) rank, for which p = 0, and u = 1. 
Analogous statements hold throughout for the c-capacity. 
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